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Abstract: From an age, voyaging has been the piece of human existence and gear assumes a significant part while venturing out 
starting with one spot then onto the next. With time the methods for transportation expanded venturing to every part of the brief 
distance and over oceans got simpler however odds of losing gear expanded also. To decrease the misusing of gear. The 
specialists concocted the possibility of establishment of shrewd global positioning framework in the gear to follow the baggage 
progressively with the assistance of a microcontroller framework, which is wearable and helpful. Utilizing remote 
correspondence strategies the proposed framework has been planned. Consequently, the Gear Following is created to stay away 
from misfortune or misusing of a travelers baggage which makes pressure for the travelers. Furthermore, to expand the security 
of the venture we presented the possibility of RFID locking framework which expanded the degree of safety at one level. The 
proposed framework comprises of a Microcontroller Arduino which is associated with the gear through a GPS that gives the 
area subtleties to the GSM. This recovered information of baggage area is handled to the cloud data set that helps in discovering 
the area of the gear progressively, presently the baggage proprietor is furnished with client ID and secret phrase for attaching 
the baggage. On the off chance that the client has to know the situation with their gear, the individual can sign into his/her ID 
and recognize the situation of the lost baggage. Notwithstanding it a RFID Framework is utilized to configuration locking 
framework which builds the gear security. This stuff global positioning framework will illuminate where your sack is and where 
it has been. The framework utilizes geographic position and time data from the Worldwide Situating Satellites. 
Keywords: Arduino UNO, GSM, GPS, RFID System/Lock, Baggage Tacker, Luggage/Bag, Security System. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Loss of baggage can occur with anybody regardless of the conditions and conditions. Bags and packs with significant archives or 
valuable things can be lost or burglary with which individuals can lose their significant material. By and large it is seen that 
individuals get burglarized in open zones like rail route stations, transport stands and other public and private zones. Likewise 
individuals can even fail to remember their baggage and sacks which can have significant and important things. So it is important to 
find the sacks if there should arise an occurrence of misfortune and burglary. A great deal of other global positioning frameworks 
and gadgets are as of now present like vehicle global positioning frameworks, and so forth There can be numerous issues that may 
happen during voyaging. The paper means to address about the entrance security of the stuff and the global positioning framework 
planned utilizing GPS. This additionally help in the things transportation in a protected and more secure manner. The planned 
proposed, gives the data with respect to the area of the things on continuous premise. This is the microcontroller based global 
positioning framework project, that gives the elective constant area of the gear by planning the area of the baggage. The framework 
utilizes the Worldwide Situating Satellite to find the geographic position and the ongoing area of the lost gear. In contrast to this 
venture, for the most part global positioning frameworks are based GPS and GSM.  In this undertaking, significant segments are the 
Arduino Uno preparing board, GPS collector and GSM SIM module which frames the significant equipment and fundamental C 
programming language is utilized to code for the equipment to assemble the advanced circuit. In the first place, the circuit sketch is 
transferred into the Arduino programmable microcontroller board. In the wake of transferring the circuit sketch the GPS collector 
tracks the satellite information and sends the information to Arduino Uno. At that point, the Arduino sends its information to the 
GSM module to SIM card number suggested by client. Under these conditions, one can know the area of their gear as the short 
message from in the predefined android cell phone. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
As we as a whole realize Security has been turning into a significant issue all over. It is turning out to be essential these days as the 
conceivable outcomes of interruption are expanding step by step. As we probably are aware Security can't be ensured. The most 
ideal approach to accomplish a huge and enduring improvement in security isn't by tossing more specialized arrangements at the 
issue - it's by bringing issues to light. Here, in our examination work security framework has been planned that has an exceptional 
component, which makes the individual or traveler mindful of his being sack being taken/lost or vehicle being taken. We have 
planned a web of things based Continuous Global positioning framework Utilizing GPS.  
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Arduino Uno gadget is utilized, which is viewed as one of present day programmable gadget and give us an interface to getting to 
different modules. Throughout the long term, many control frameworks have been intended to forestall unapproved access.  
We as people have an inclination of locking whatever is considered valuable to us, be it our possessions in the storage, our homes, 
other institutional structures (schools, workplaces and so forth) Consequently, it is critical to have a calm and helpful methods for 
accomplishing security and safe guarding our assets. In the more traditional manners individuals attempt to shield their possessions 
by utilizing a guard dog or possibly security personals. Billions of dollars overall are spent on this very reason. Numerous security 
frameworks are sent by us to shield our assets from robbery. As ways of life all throughout the planet are getting extravagant, the 
need to plan and forestall unapproved admittance to our assets and possessions by means of a refined framework is vital and is 
achievable over the long haul. Subsequently to accomplish the wellbeing we have planned a Web of Things Based Continuous 
Global positioning framework Utilizing GPS. The sole reason for utilizing Arduino Uno in our examination work is that it has been 
the open idea of this very module and can give a viable answer for IOT based applications. The product utilized on Arduino Uno is 
altogether accessible as on open source and the equipment plan data is promptly accessible under innovative hall licenses for new 
planners as ourselves be it schematics, PCB formats and so forth Practically speaking, it is extremely simple to adjust the product 
and the equipment, and afterward contribute what you do back on the Arduino research function overall. 
 

III. OBJECTIVES 
To design this real time tracking system, we divided the project into different levels and each level has its own objective. To design 
this project we need to follow the following objectives. 

1) Objective 1: Study about the components required to design real time tracking system. 
2) Objective 2: Designing circuit for Real-Time Tracking System. 
3) Objective 3: Writing Business Logic using Arduino Software (IDE). 
4) Objective 4: Creating and testing the prototype using Proteus. 

 
IV. METHODOLOGY 

For the formation of continuous global positioning framework, we need to accomplish four targets. Which we can use to find the 
situation of sack or vehicle progressively and watch that equivalent situation on Google Guide utilizing the longitude and scopes 
esteems got from GSM. The gear proprietor will get the continuous situation of the sack from the GSM SIM through a message, 
which we can use to discover the situation of the lost baggage. 

A. Study about the components used for Real-Time Tracking System 
To examine the segments of Continuous Global positioning framework, we do require equipment modules and books to 
comprehend the working of the segments of the constant following circuit to get the ongoing position. We will learn about the 
Arduino Uno Board (either 3.3V or 5V), GPS Module Sim 28M, GSM Module Sim 900A, Battery (12V | 1A), Force Bank, Radio 
wire, GPS Recipient, Jumper Wires, C or C++ programming dialects and Proteus. In this way, initial step is to gather data about the 
segments, study the segments, at that point go for next stage. 

B. Designing The Circuit  
We will plan the circuit to follow its situation progressively and afterward use it for examination, planning or headings. We will 
utilize Proteus to make the circuit of constant global positioning framework. We will utilize a GPS module, which will give us the 
specific situation of sack. We will utilize GSM module to send the scope and longitude directions to What Talk channel through 
GPRS. Also, to make association between every one of the parts, we will utilize jumper wires. 

C. Writing Business Logic using Arduino Software (IDE) 
To get the current area of satchel, we need to compose the code or the business rationale (Arduino Programming) for the gadget 
utilizing GPS, which will give us the specific situation of pack and GSM will send it over GPRS to the he proprietor through a 
message on cell phone. We will transfer the code in Arduino Uno, to collaborate with GPS and GSM module. 

D. Testing The Prototype 
After the circuit planning of the Continuous Global positioning framework, we will do the testing. We will give distinctive 
experiment to the gadget, which will reveal to us that, how much our gadget is proficient, hearty and precise. 
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V. IMPLEMENTATION LEVELS 
1) For the advancement of Continuous Global positioning framework, we do require equipment modules and sensors to get the 

constant position. We are requiring Arduino Uno Board (either 3.3V or 5V), GPS Module Sim 28M, GSM Module Sim 900A, 
Battery (12V | 2A), Force Bank, Radio wire, Jumper Wires, Thing Speak Programming interface's and Microsoft Purplish 
blue/AWS membership. Along these lines, initial step is to gather data and learn about the segments and afterward go for next 
stage.  

2) We will put the gadget in a pack or vehicle, to follow its situation progressively and afterward use it for examination, planning 
or bearings. We will utilize Thing Speak Cloud Programming interface's to follow the pack or vehicle. We will utilize a GPS 
module, which will give us the specific situation of sack or vehicle. We will utilize GSM module to send the scope and 
longitude directions to What Talk channel by means of GPRS. Furthermore, to make association between every one of the 
parts, we will utilize jumper wires.  

3) To get the current area of satchel or vehicle, we need to compose the code or the business rationale (Arduino Programming) for 
the gadget utilizing GPS, which will give us the specific situation of sack or vehicle and GSM will send it over GPRS to the 
Thing Talk worker. We will transfer the code in Arduino Uno, to collaborate with GPS and GSM module. We are utilizing 
Google Guide Programming interface's and Google Guide Heading Administrations through which we can show the area on 
map and most limited way to come to the taken/lost satchel or taken vehicle.  

4) We will foster an android application just as web-based interface, which will have two edges, one edge will show the 
continuous situation of taken/lost satchel or taken vehicle utilizing Google Guide APIs. What's more, other edge will show the 
most brief course to the sack or vehicle utilizing Google Heading Administration.  

5) After the advancement of Continuous Global positioning framework, we have done testing. We have given distinctive 
experiment to the gadget, which disclose to us that, how much our gadget is proficient, strong and exact.  
 

VI. CIRCUIT COMPONENTS OF TRACKING SYSTEM 
A. Arduino UNO 
Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board dependent on 8-cycle ATmega328P microcontroller. Alongside ATmega328P, it comprises 
different parts like precious stone oscillator, sequential correspondence, voltage controller, and so forth to help the microcontroller. 
Arduino Uno has 14 computerized input/yield pins (out of which 6 can be utilized as PWM yields), 6 simple info sticks, a USB 
association, A Force barrel jack, an ICSP header and a reset button.  
Arduino is an open-source gadgets model stage dependent on equipment and programming. The connection can be set up between 
this present reality and the virtual world by interfacing with Arduino to the Web, either sending information to the Web or reacting 
to information on the Web, or both. It very well may be to detect nearly anything utilizing the sensors for including light, 
temperature, pressing factor and sound. Arduino respond relies upon how program to be executed. Arduino is a well known and 
simple to utilize programmable board for making our own activities.  
Arduino ventures can independent or they can be associated with a PC utilizing USB. Arduino microcontroller is liable for 
controlling and interfacing between GPS module and GSM beneficiary. Arduino can detect the climate by accepting contribution 
from an assortment of sensors and can show and screen the sensor information. The Chronic Screen is essential for the Arduino IDE 
programming. Its responsibility is to permit both send messages from PC to an Arduino board (over USB) and furthermore to get 
messages from the Arduino. 

 
Fig. 1. Arduino UNO Board 
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B. GPS  
GPS represents Worldwide Situating Framework and used to recognize the Scope and Longitude of any area on the Earth, with 
precise UTC time (All inclusive Time Facilitated). GPS module is the principle part in our vehicle global positioning framework 
project. This gadget gets the directions from the satellite for every single second, with time and date. GPS module sends the 
information identified with following situation continuously, and it sends so numerous information in NMEA design. NMEA design 
comprise a few sentences, wherein we just need one sentence. This sentence begins from $GPGGA and contains the directions, time 
and other valuable data. This GPGGA is alluded to Worldwide Situating Framework Fix Information. 

 
Fig.2. GPS Module 

C. GSM  
SIM900A GSM is the littlest and least expensive module for GPRS/GSM correspondence. It is normal with Arduino and 
microcontroller in the greater part of inserted application. The module offers GPRS/GSM innovation for correspondence with the 
employments of a portable sim. It utilizes a 900 and 1800MHz recurrence band and permits clients to get/send portable calls and 
SMS. In this venture we utilized GSM Module SIM900A. GSM module is utilized for sending the directions to client by SMS. The 
Module SIM900A seems as though a solitary chip yet it has a lot of highlights that can assist with building practically numerous 
business applications. Despite the fact that, there are a sum of 68 pins on SIM900A and utilizing these pins assists with building the 
applications. Yet, we will require not many pins on the off chance that you utilize a module for interfacing with Arduino.  
GSM module is utilized for sending the directions to client by SMS. First the client send the message to the sim introduced in GSM 
module, at that point this sent message got by GSM module which is associated with the framework and sends message information 
to Arduino. Arduino understands it and concentrate primary message from the entire message. And afterward contrast it and 
predefined message in Arduino. On the off chance that any match happens, Arduino peruses arranges by separating $GPGGA String 
from GPS module information (GPS working clarified above) and send it to client by utilizing GSM module. This message contains 
the directions of vehicle area. 

 
Fig.3. GSM Module 
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D. RFID Reader 
RFID represents the identification of radio frequencies. There is a unique RFID ID on each RFID card and an RFID reader for the 
no RFID card. The EM-18 RFID reader works at 125 kHz and features an on-chip antenna and may be powered by 5V electricity. It 
has serial output with a wheelbase. The distance is about 8-12cm. 9600bps, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit serial communications 
characteristics. EM-18 RFID reader output is available in the ASCII 12 digit format. The card number is one of the first 10 digits of 
the 12 digits, and the last two are the card number XOR results. For error checking, two last digits are utilised. 

E. RFID Tags 
These tags have a memory of 1kb and can perform arithmetic operations. Their frequency of operation is 13.56 MHz, and depending 
on antenna shape the working distance is up to 10 cm. 

F. Servo Motor 
It's a closed loop servo mechanism which controls its motion and end position by using position feedback. It requires a current of 
100mA, 3.0-7.2V. Its velocity is from 53 to 62 rpm. The engine is coupled to a sort of encoder, which provides feedback on position 
and speed. 

G. LCD Display 
An LCD is an electromodulated display that makes a visible image by use of liquid crystal. A display of 16 digits 2 of these lines 
converts into 16 characters per line. This LCD displays every character in a grid of 5 pixels. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
The justification accomplishing this work is that customarily, there was no framework or gadget which track somebody's lost/taken 
pack or taken vehicle. In the event that there was a circumstance, where somebody's sack or vehicle may got taken and they couldn't 
find in light of the fact that there was no such framework through which they can follow their pack or vehicle, so they were relining 
on regular citizen police for discovering their sack/vehicle. Likewise, it was hard for regular citizen police additionally for 
discovering the pack or vehicle. By accomplishing this exploration work, we have comprehend of how we can carry out a Web of 
Things based application in Movement Area, which will assist individuals with finding their lost/taken sack or taken vehicle. It will 
be an incredible commitment to the world and the Web of Things world local area, so somebody can accomplish more examination 
on this exploration work and will actually want to construct significantly safer, effective and powerful module or gadget which will 
help the buyer in an extraordinary manner. It will be a bad dream to sack lifter or vehicle lifter as having our exploration work or 
gadget introduced in their pack or vehicle. Since having gadget introduced, will let buyers to find their lost/taken sack or taken 
vehicle utilizing web-based interface just as an android application. By accomplishing this exploration work, we can comprehend 
that how we can carry out a Web of Things open source stage in keeping up the scope and longitude directions of the lost/taken sack 
or taken vehicle. Microsoft Sky blue is a public distributed computing stage. It gives different distributed computing 
administrations, which incorporates registering, information investigation, stockpiling assets and organization assets. Distributed 
computing is an innovation which conveys processing assets to the customers on demand. As this web application will be accessible 
24X7.  

VIII. FUTURE WORK 
In a true situation execution, it would presumably be a creative thought, on the off chance that we add an accelerometer to the 
Constant Global positioning framework in Carrier Travel Area, so it would consequently detect when the plane speeds up, breaks 
and utilize that to pause and begin the revealing of its position. This will make the Ongoing Global positioning framework even 
significantly more energy proficient arrangement as the GSM SIM 900A gadget can be killed and the Arduino Uno put to bed. 
Another component that can be introduced is that in further, we will make our gadget significantly more conservative and little. 
With the goal that our gadget can keep effectively in any little things like purses, pet's belts and so on for following. At that point it 
will not be simply restricted to the movement area implies it very well may be use in all over, where need to find something. This 
will make the Continuous Global positioning framework significantly more vigorous, adaptable and exact.  
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